We present a detailed analysis of deep VLT/X-Shooter observations of the planetary nebula Tc 1. We calculate gas temperature, density, extinction, and abundances for several species from the empirical analysis of the total line fluxes. In addition, a spatially resolved analysis of the most intense lines provides the distribution of such quantities across the nebula. The new data reveal that several lines exhibit a double peak spectral profile consistent with the blue-and red-shifted components of an expanding spherical shell. The study of such components allowed us to construct for the first time a three-dimensional morphological model, which reveals that Tc 1 is a slightly elongated spheroid with an equatorial density enhancement seen almost pole on. A few bright lines present extended wings (with velocities up to a few hundred km s −1 ), but the mechanism producing them is not clear. We constructed photoionization models for the main shell of Tc 1. The models predict the central star temperature and luminosity, as well as the nebular density and abundances similar to previous studies. Our models indicate that Tc 1 is located at a distance of approximately 2 kpc. We report the first detection of the [Kr iii] 6825Å emission line, from which we determine the Krypton abundance. Our model indicates that the main shell of Tc 1 is matter bounded; leaking H ionizing photons may explain the ionization of its faint AGB-remnant halo.
. The orientation of the X-Shooter slit position. The image is a narrow-band Qa-band (18.3µm) Gemini/T-ReCS image of Tc 1 (Cami et al. 2018) . Regions 1 and 2 are the slit extractions discussed in Sect. 3. The central star is not visible in this image.
cal images of Tc 1 reveal that the bulk of its nebular emission originates from a fairly round nebula approximately 12 arcsec in diameter (Schwarz et al. 1992; Corradi et al. 2003) . This nebula has a bright core of around 3 arcsec in diameter in its centre. Mid infrared (IR) images show a horseshoeshaped central structure of also approximately 3 arcsec in diameter ( Fig. 1 ; Cami et al. 2018) , which is produced by warm dust. This structure, which surrounds the bright core mentioned above, is not apparent in the optical images. Optical images also shows that Tc 1 has a much fainter external shell of approximately 52 arcsec in diameter, whose centre is slightly offset compared to the central nebula. According to Corradi et al. (2003) , this halo is likely a remnant of the progenitor asymptotic giant branch (AGB) star mass loss.
Tc 1 is a C-rich nebula with abundances typical for a low-mass PN progenitor (1.5-2.5 M ; Pottasch et al. 2011; Otsuka et al. 2014) . The Tc 1 nebular emission is photoionized by a central source with effective temperatures (T ef f ) reported in the literature in the range of 28-35 kK and total luminosities (L ) in the range of 1 400-13 000 L (e.g., Gorny et al. 1997; Pauldrach et al. 2004; Gesicki & Zijlstra 2007; Pottasch et al. 2011; Otsuka et al. 2014) . The large uncertainty in the luminosity is connected to its still poorly known distance. In the literature we find distances ranging from 0.6 to 4.1 kpc (e.g., Cahn & Kaler 1971; Daub 1982; Mendez et al. 1988; Stanghellini & Pasquali 1995; Gorny et al. 1997; Tajitsu & Tamura 1998; Stanghellini et al. 2008) .
Although apparently a fairly normal PN, Tc 1 is now best known by an unusual characteristic: strong fullerene emission bands in its mid-IR spectrum. Fullerenes are a class of large carbonaceous molecules in the shape of an ellipsoidal or spheroidal cage (Kroto et al. 1985) and are a relatively recent addition to the molecular inventory in C-rich PNe. Tc 1 was the first PN in which we detected C60, and to date the only object known to also show emission features due to C70 (Cami et al. 2010 ). Such emission is rare; so far only 24 PNe in the Milky Way and the Magellanic Clouds are known to exhibit the fullerene emission bands (Otsuka 2019) . While several formation mechanisms for C60 in PNe and reflection nebulae have been proposed (see e.g. Berné & Tielens 2012; Bernard-Salas et al. 2012; Micelotta et al. 2012 ) and some experimentally tested (Zhen et al. 2014) , it is not clear what the C60 formation route is in PNe (Cami et al. 2018) .
A study of the physical properties of C60-PNe shows that they are all young, low-excitation objects with similar IR spectra, but that have otherwise no unusual properties that sets them apart from their non-C60 containing counterparts (Otsuka et al. 2014) . It is thus not clear precisely what physical or chemical conditions result in the formation of these stable species in the circumstellar environments of evolved stars. A key difficulty in making progress is the lack of detailed knowledge about the physical conditions (in particular spatially resolved studies) and the structure of such nebulae.
In this paper we present a detailed analysis of spatially resolved optical/UV VLT/X-Shooter observations of Tc 1. Our aim is to expand the knowledge about this PN, by extracting from this spectrum information of the physical conditions, elemental abundances, kinematics, and morphology of the main shell. Such information will assist in future studies on the formation and survival mechanisms of fullerenes in Tc 1.
This paper is organised as follows: Sect. 2 describes the observations and data reduction, Sect. 3 presents the nebular line diagnostics, Sect. 4 discusses the nebular kinematics derived from bright lines, Sect. 5 presents our reconstruction of the three-dimensional morphology of Tc 1, Sect. 6 shows the results of the photoionization model we construct for Tc 1, Sect. 7 discuss the detection of a krypton line and its implications, and Sect. 8 presents our conclusions.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
The observations discussed here were obtained as part of Program 385.C-0720 (P.I. N.L.J. Cox) using the X-Shooter spectrograph (Vernet et al. 2011 ) mounted on the Very Large Telescope (VLT). Tc 1 was first observed on July 2, 2010 (night 1), but the data were only of moderate quality due to the mid-way interruption of the observation by a targetof-opportunity triggered observation; it was therefore reobserved on July 5, 2010 (night 2). For the remainder of this paper, we will use the data for night 2.
The object was observed in stare mode with the narrowest slit settings of 11×0.5 arcsec (UVB) and 11×0.4 arcsec (VIS and NIR), resulting in resolving powers of ∼9 100, 17 000 and 10 000 for the UVB, VIS, and NIR arms, respectively. The slit orientation is depicted in Fig. 1 . A summary of the observation data is given in Table 1 . In this work, we analyse the observations from the UVB and VIS arms, which covers the spectral range from 3 200 to 10 100Å.
We reduced the data using the ESO X-Shooter pipeline (version 2.5.2) and we used observations of the standard LTT7987 to perform flux calibration. Because the size of Tc 1 is larger than the X-Shooter slit length (11 arcsec), there was unfortunately no part of the slit that was free of nebular emission lines, and therefore we could not perform a satisfactory sky subtraction. Rather than introducing arte- facts, we therefore opted to not use the sky-subtracted spectra. Instead, we will only include nebular emission lines in our analysis that are not significantly contaminated by sky emission.
NEBULAR LINE DIAGNOSTICS
We performed the nebular line diagnostics analysis of the Tc 1 X-Shooter spectrum using two different approaches: (i) integrating the spectra along two regions of the slit and (ii) spatially resolved (i.e. pixel by pixel). The first approach is the most commonly performed in the literature. By integrating the Tc 1 spectrum over a range of spatial pixels we lose spatial information but, on the other hand, we increase the signal-to-noise ratio of all emission lines. This procedure allows weak lines to become detectable, increasing the sample of lines we can detect and analyse. As we only want to analyse the nebular emission, the central region of the slit, where the contamination due to the central star emission is significant, was removed. The central three arcseconds show a mixture of nebular and stellar emission. The fluxes of the two remaining regions, which correspond to the two extremes of the slit (Regions 1 and 2 in Fig. 1 ), were summed. The Tc 1 X-Shooter integrated spectra for both UVB and VIS arms are shown in Fig. 2 . The rich spectra exhibit a few hundred atomic lines. In total, we identified and measured 230 different lines from 14 elements (20 ions) in the Tc 1 integrated spectrum. The measurements and identification of the numerous lines in the Tc 1 X-Shooter spectrum were performed with the codes alfa (Automated Line Fitting Algorithm; Wesson 2016) and herfit 1 , as well as information from the literature. A detailed description of the measurement procedure and the list of the detected nebular lines and their respective fluxes are provided in Appendix A 2 .
Using the line fluxes as inputs to the Nebular Empirical Analysis Tool (neat version 1.7; Wesson et al. 2012) , we derived the Tc 1 extinction, physical conditions, and abundances. We present our results in the following subsections, where our results are compared to previous nebular analysis based on data acquired with other instruments and in different positions of the nebula. The results are also used for comparison to our spatially resolved analysis.
In addition to the integrated analysis, we performed spatially resolved diagnostic analysis, to gain insight in the radial distribution of physical parameters and abundances, as the slit was positioned across the nebula (Fig. 1 ). In this case, the analysis was limited to diagnostics involving bright emission lines, as those have sufficient signal-to-noise ratio to be detected in a pixel-by-pixel analysis. For this analysis, we integrated fluxes over two neighbouring spatial pixels to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Line fluxes were measured using splot (iraf.noao.twodspec.splot) from iraf 3 . The resulting fluxes were used as input parameters for the 2d neb code (Leal-Ferreira et al. 2011; Monteiro et al. 2013) , which performs two-dimensional nebular diagnostics. We used the same atomic data and method for evaluation in both the integrated and spatially resolved analysis. The atomic data used in the code are listed in Appendix B. The results of the spatially resolved analysis are also presented in the following subsections.
Correction for Extinction
The line fluxes were corrected for extinction by comparison of the observed and theoretical hydrogen Balmer series emission line ratios (see, e.g., Osterbrock & Ferland 2006) . Both neat and 2d neb follow this traditional method of dereddening. We use the Galactic extinction law from Cardelli et al. (1989) 4 , assuming the ratio of total-to-selective extinction RV = 3.1. In our calculations, the extinction coefficient c(Hβ) was derived from the Hγ/Hβ ratio. Hα is saturated and for consistency with the spatially resolved analysis, we did not include Hδ (see discussion below).
We found c(Hβ) equal to 0.40, which is similar to the measurements found in the literature. Cahn et al. (1992) , Kingsburgh & Barlow (1994) , Williams et al. (2008) , and Frew et al. (2013) derived 0.28, 0.44, 0.33, and 0.43 respectively. For all these measurements, the extinction was determined from the Balmer decrement. From He optical/UV lines, Kingsburgh & Barlow (1994) calculated a value of 0.30 for c(Hβ). Cahn et al. (1992) , Kingsburgh & Barlow (1994) , and Pottasch et al. (2011) determined c(Hβ) using the comparison between the measured Hβ and radio continuum flux. The values they obtained are 0.40, 0.40, and 0.36, respectively. Note, however, that the region probed here is not the same as the region studied in these other works.
We also determined the spatial variation of the extinction coefficient using the Hγ/Hβ ratio. Using only the most intense lines in the UVB arm was necessary to accurately determine this quantity in our pixel-by-pixel study. As it can be seen in Fig. 3 , c(Hβ) varies from 0.15 to 0.55 along the nebular region. Such a variation appears to be typical for PNe as shown in the c(Hβ) maps derived by Tsamis et al. (2008) , Leal-Ferreira et al. (2011), and Walsh et al. (2016) for a few PNe.
The colour excess and extinction in magnitudes derived from the c(Hβ) integrated value are E(B − V ) = 0.31 mag and AV = 0.96 mag (here we also assumed the same R values and extinction law mentioned above; Osterbrock & Ferland 2006) . The c(Hβ) variation along the slit seen in Fig. 6 converts to a range of AV from 0.36 to 1.31 mag. Part of this extinction can be internal to the nebulae. According to Green et al. (2015) the foreground extinction towards Tc 1 is E(B −V ) = 0.22 ± 0.03, corresponding to AV = 0.68 ± 0.09. The c(Hβ) maps of NGC 7009 derived by Walsh et al. (2016) show in great detail that c(Hβ) traces some of the structures of the nebulae. Their analysis indicates that part of the extinction is internal to the nebula. This is also observed in the PNe extinction maps derived by Tsamis et al. (2008) and by Leal-Ferreira et al. (2011) . Integrated line fluxes corrected for extinction (using c(Hβ) = 0.40) are presented in Appendix A. For the spatially resolved analysis, we used the c(Hβ) values in Fig. 3 to correct the fluxes in the corresponding position along the slit. Figure 4 shows the radial profiles of the brightest lines corrected for extinction. Hα is not presented because it was saturated. In the figure, Region 1 (Reg 1) is on the left and Region 2 (Reg 2) is on the right. As for the integrated analysis, the central region was eliminated to avoid contamination by the central star emission in the analysis and will not be shown in the plots. We show the Hβ radial profile together with each one of the other radial profiles for comparison.
In Figure 4 , we also include the line ratios to Hβ, which are used in the empirical analysis and can be used for com- parison to the ratios from the integrated spectrum available in Appendix A. Note that although some emission lines are brighter towards the centre of the nebula, their fluxes relative to Hβ= 100 increase outwards (e.g., He i 5876Å and [O ii] 3726Å). This is a consequence of the lower Hβ emission in the outer region of the source. There is a discernible difference in the radial flux of the [N ii] 6583Å and [S ii] 6731Å lines between region 1 (on the left) and region 2 (on the right). Part of the difference is due to the slit position centre being offset with relation to the nebula centre. The slit position, however, does not explain all the differences. A flux enhancement is likely present. This will be further discussed in Sect. 5.
Electronic Densities and Temperatures

Forbidden Lines Diagnostics
Values of ne and Te obtained from the Tc 1 integrated spectrum are summarised in Table 2 . neat uses typical line ratio diagnostics 5 and iterative calculations. The quantities ne(Low), Te(Low), and Te(Medium) in the table refer to averages of the corresponding results for different ions, weighted as described by Wesson et al. (2012) . The pixels corresponding to the central region of the slit, where the contamination from the central star is significant, have been excluded. Regions 1 and 2 discussed in the text are identified in the top left plot. In that plot, each profile is normalised to its own peak value. Note that Hβ and Hγ are superimposed (natural outcome of the extinction correction process; see text). In the other plots, the spatial profile of the line normalised to its own peak is shown in solid red, the profile normalised to Hβ = 100 in dashed magenta, and the Hβ profile normalised to its peak value in dot-dashed black. Figure 5 shows the values of Te and ne constrained by the observed line ratios. The densities calculated from the forbidden line diagnostics have typical values of ∼2 000 cm −3 , while the temperatures are in the range 7 700-9 500 K. These are typical values obtained from these diagnostic lines and are in agreement with the values determined by Williams et al. (2008) and Pottasch et al. (2011) . The figure clearly shows that [S ii] (4068Å+4076Å)/(6717Å+6731Å) and [O ii] (3727Å+3729Å)/(7320Å+7330Å) are not straightforward diagnostics of either temperature or density, having a significant dependence on both; neat uses them as temperature diagnostics, by first calculating the density in the low ionization zone. As described in Wesson et al. (2012) , they receive a low weighting in the calculation of the average Te for the low ionization zone, both being weighted 1.0, while Te[N ii] is given a weight of 5.0. The locus of the [S ii] (4068Å+4076Å)/(6717Å+6731Å) line is slightly displaced from the region where the other diagnostic lines converged. This is probably due to the blue line pair being blended with O ii recombination lines; a ∼20% reduction in their line fluxes would bring the locus into close agreement with the rest. Figure 6 shows the spatial variation of ne and Te along the slit, derived by 2d neb from strong emission lines traditionally used for such diagnostics. The values of ne[O ii] and ne[S ii] (total) are similar and their values along the slit does not differ much from the integrated value. Both densities seems to be marginally higher in Reg 1.
The [S ii] emission lines at 6717Å and 6731Å show interesting features. The high spectral resolution of our data allowed us to detect a blue-and a red-shifted component in these lines (see Sections 4 and 5 for more details). We derived the total ne[S ii] from the flux ratios of the combined blue- and red-shifted components of each line and individual ne from the blue and from the red-shifted components. This analysis was only possible because we did not integrate the flux over a large spatial region of the slit (otherwise, the two components blend together). In Figure 6 , we show the results from the blue and for the red-shifted components. There is a spatial region in Reg 1 where the density derived from the red-shifted component is significantly higher than that from the blue-shifted component. In Reg 2, the blueshifted component is slightly higher through (almost) the whole slit. The difference in values between the blue-and red-shifted components in Reg 2 is small and might not be significant. The total ne[S ii] profile shows that the density in Reg 1 is slightly higher than in Reg 2, and that the density is marginally higher towards the centre of the slit (which corresponds to a region closer to the centre of the source).
Te[N ii] and Te[O iii] do not show significant variation along the slit, apart from a slightly increase towards the centre of the nebula. Both curves are compatible to the corresponding values from the integrated analysis. The spatial distribution of Te[O ii] exhibits a similar variation, but the values are higher than the temperature obtained from the integrated spectrum (7 700 K). Such difference is caused by small differences in the input ne used for the derivation (see Appendix C), which can produce the observed difference in
Hydrogen Recombination Lines
The Balmer decrement density calculated with neat is 5.7×10 7 cm −3 , which is very high for the typical diffuse nebular gas of PNe. Such high densities are expected to be found inside dense clumps such as cometary knots or in discs produced in a binary central stellar system. We explore this topic a little further in Fig. 7 , where we show the observed (de-reddened) line fluxes relative to Hβ for all the lines we measured from the Balmer series (i.e. the Balmer decrement). The equivalent plot for the Paschen line series is also shown. Storey & Hummer (1995) provide re-combination coefficients for such lines for a wide range of physical conditions. After exploring the whole range provided, we determined the best fit to our observations. Figure 7 compares the observed and theoretical ratios. The best fit to the observed Balmer decrement is found for [Te,ne] = [10 000 K,10 8 cm −3 ]. For the Paschen series, we found [Te,ne] = [12 500 K,10 5 cm −3 ]. The theoretical line ratios for such condition are shown in the corresponding panels in Fig. 7 . Two additional curves for the same Te, but different ne are also displayed in each plot for comparison. Although showing in the plot, we eliminated from the fit lines that could have been significantly contaminated by other atomic or sky lines, as well as lines affected by blends or saturation. For the Balmer series decrement fitting, we considered lines from Hβ up to H24, except for Hα (saturated), H8 and H14. For the Paschen series, lines from P7 to P27 were considered, except P8, P10, P23, and P25. For lines above H24 and P28 the continuum determination is quite uncertain and line intensities can be significantly affected.
Reasonable fits can also be obtained for temperatures in the range Te = 5 000-12 500 K for Balmer and Te = 7 500-20 000 K for Paschen and for densities in the range ne = 10 6 -10 10 cm −3 for Balmer and ne = 10 4 -10 6 cm −3 for Paschen. The hydrogen line ratios are not very sensitive to the density or gas temperature, but it is clear that high densities are needed to explain the Balmer decrement for the lines produced in upper levels. Zhang et al. (2004) performed a systematic study of temperatures and densities obtained from hydrogen recombination lines for a sample of PNe. Two objects of their sample, the PNe M2-24 and IC 4997, show values of density obtained from forbidden line indicators and from the Balmer decrement with similar discrepancies as ours. For M2-24, the most extreme case, log(ne[O ii]) = 4.0 ± 0.2 and log(ne[S ii]) = 3.2 ± 0.1, while log(ne[Bal]) = 7.0 ± 0.7 (ne in cm −3 ). Zhang et al. (2004) suggested that the presence of high density regions embedded in the ionized gas could explain such discrepancy.
Hydrogen recombination lines may reveal dense gas regions, which cannot be probed by forbidden lines due to their typically lower critical densities. Paschen (Thum & Greve 1997) and H i α (Strelnitski et al. 1996; Aleman et al. 2018) high-n lines, for example, have been used to measure electron densities in high density stellar envelopes and even inferring the presence of a circumstellar disc.
Ionic Abundances
The ne and Te we determined (Sect. 3.2) were used as input parameters to derive ionic abundances in the nebula. The specific ne/Te pair used to derive the ionic abundance of a given species is listed in Appendix C. For ionic species with more than one emission line observed, we derived their abundances from each of the lines independently, obtained the final result by taking a flux-weighted average of these results.
We present the ionic abundances obtained from the collisionally excited lines (CELs) and from optical recombination lines (ORLs) for the integrated spectrum analysis in Table 3 . Our ionic abundances are similar to the values calculated by Pottasch et al. (2011) (typically within 0.5 dex).
The spatial variation of the ionic abundances for He + , Figure 6 . Spatial variation of the physical conditions across the slit. ne[S ii] was derived from the red-and blue-shifted components, as well as from the total fluxes of the [S ii] lines. In all panels, the red dashed line indicates the corresponding value obtained from the integrated spectrum. 
, and S + obtained from the most intense emission lines is shown in Fig. 8 . In the top left plot, the weighted average abundance of each ion is shown. The expected change between dominant oxygen ion due to recombination can be seen: the O 2+ abundance decreases towards the outer parts of the nebula, while the opposite is seen for O + . It is also possible to see the increase of N + and S + towards the outer edge of the nebula. However, one should be careful when reading such increase towards the outer zones, as these are relative to H + . Note that the abundance shape of the O + , N + and S + abundance profiles are very similar. For example, all of them increase abruptly around +2 to +5 arcsec. An inspection of Fig. 4 reveals that the intrinsic fluxes of these emission lines (red curves) do not rise significantly between +2 and +5 arcsec. As the Hβ profile is not constant and decreases towards the edges of the slit, the pixel-by-pixel normalisation of a given line to Hβ = 100 causes the line ratio to increase where Hβ is lower. Therefore, the strong variation observed in the profiles of the ionic abundances does not reflect an absolute increase of concentration of the ionic species. It reflects its growth in respect to the (lower) absolute H + abundance.
In the other panels, we show the results for individual ions obtained from individual emission lines and the averaged value. We also add the integrated spectrum and literature values for comparison. The abundances obtained from individual lines are very similar and, for most of the ions (except for He + ), the curves coincide in the scale shown.
Total Abundances
From the ionic abundances, we derived the total elemental abundances, using the Ionization Correction Factors (ICFs) determined by Kingsburgh & Barlow (1994) to correct for unobserved ions. For He, we assume no correction as recommended by Delgado-Inglada et al. (2014) .
From the integrated spectrum, we derived the total elemental abundances for N, O, Ne, Ar, and S from CELs, and for He, C, N, and O from ORLs. The results are presented in Table 4 . The calculated ICFs used to derive each abundance are also shown in the table.
For heavy elements, ORLs are detected from C 2+ , O 2+ and N 2+ . Nineteen O ii lines are detected, and for the final O 2+ abundance, we take a flux-weighted average of lines in multiplets V1, V2, V10 and V19; the multiplets all give abundances consistent with each other. Weak lines from other multiplets give higher values.
Four recombination lines of C 2+ are detected. The strong 4267Å line has a flux of 0.55 when normalised to Hβ=100. Additionally, we detect three lines from the recombination ladder which populates the upper level from which the 4267Å line emission arises; their abundances are in excellent agreement with that from 4267Å. The adopted carbon abundance in Table 4 is from 4267Å alone, as it is by far the strongest line.
The abundances we found are reasonably similar to the values found by Pottasch et al. (2011) and Otsuka et al. (2014) (see Table 4 ), with the exception of Ne. Pottasch et al. (2011) and Otsuka et al. (2014) calculate similar higher Ne abundances when including the mid-IR Ne + lines (there are no [Ne ii] optical lines). The difference observed in our Ne abundance seems then to be caused by ICF underestimation. Photoionization models indicate that the Ne 2+ ICF is above 14 (see Sect. 6.1).
Abundances from ORLs always exceed those from CELs. The mechanism behind such difference is not completely understood yet, but the largest discrepancies occur in nebulae with short-period binary central stars (Corradi et al. 2015 , Jones et al. 2016 , Wesson et al. 2018 ). The abundance discrepancy factor (ADF) can be determined most accurately for O 2+ , for which both types of line are seen in optical spectra. We derive the O 2+ ORL abundance by first calculating a flux-weighted mean abundance for each detected multiplet, and then averaging the abundances for the well detected V1, V2, V10 and V19 multiplets. V5 lines are also well detected but give a much higher abundances, as has been observed in many other planetary nebulae (e.g. Wesson et al. 2005) . Lines from other multiplets are detected but with higher measurement uncertainty. The derived value of O 2+ /H + from ORLs exceeds the CELs value by a factor of 2.2, which is equal to the median value of over 200 mea- The best fit for the Balmer series observed curve corresponds to theoretical ratios for [Te,ne] = [10 000 K,10 8 cm −3 ], while for Paschen the best fit corresponds to [Te,ne] = [12 500 K,10 5 cm −3 ]. Two other curves for different ne (but the same Te) are added in each plot for comparison. The logarithm of the density is shown close to the corresponding curve.
surements in the literature (Wesson et al. 2018) . ADF(N/H) can also be measured, but its value relies on the ICF for nitrogen, which is extremely uncertain as CELs trace only N + , while RLs are available only for N 2+ . The ICF derived from CELs is 1.18, which indicates that N + is the dominant ionization stage. The ICF to determine N/H from the N 2+ RL abundance would then be 6.30, which gives an extremely high abundance value of -2.60 (in log) and an ADF(N/H) of 75. This could be attributed to one or more of the following: N/H from RLs is overestimated; N/H from CELs is underestimated; the ICF scheme does not well represent the ionization structure of this low excitation object; or that applying an ICF calculated from CELs to RL abundances is not valid. Photoionization models presented in Sec. 6 provide ICFs between 1.3 and 1.9 for N + and between 2 and 4 for N 2+ . The N 2+ recombination lines have intensities less than 0.1 per cent of Hβ and are thus subject to relatively large measurement uncertainties.
An estimation of C/O is only possible with ORLs, as there are no CELs of ionized carbon in the optical. While ORLs always give higher nebular abundances than CELs, ionic ratios from ORLs are generally found to be consistent with those from CELs (e.g. Liu et al. 2000 , Wesson et al. 2005 , and so we determine the C/O abundance ratio from ORLs.
The abundance ratio C 2+ /O 2+ is classically assumed to be similar to C/O, but Delgado-Inglada et al. (2014) find it to differ by up to an order of magnitude. We use their ICF to correct for the unseen C + . This relies on the ratio of O + /O 2+ , which is only available from CELs. This gives a C/O ratio of 1.4, which is very close to the value of 1.38 found by Pottasch et al. (2011) , using UV data to estimate C/H and optical data to estimate O/H, both from CELs. This has the additional systematic uncertainty of comparing different apertures: 4.7×22 arcsec and 11×22 arcsec slits centred on the star in the IR, and two 2×4 arcsec slit extractions at different positions excluding the central star in the optical. Our measurement of C/O from lines of the same type observed at the same time should be subject to smaller systematic uncertainty and confirms Tc 1 to be a C-rich nebula. In the models presented in Sec. 6 the ICF for C 2+ is estimated to be between 1.6 and 2.8.
The spatial variation of the He, N, O, and S abundances is shown in Fig. 9 . No significant gradient was found (less than 0.3 dex variation is seen in all cases). The variation seen is, however, systematic. In all cases the abundances increase toward the outer nebula. This is likely an effect of the lower H + abundance propagated in the calculations.
It is not straightforward to determine the uncertainties in the abundances, as they should account for the errors in the observations and in the classical method used to determine the abundances and not all these errors are well known. We estimate the uncertainties are 30-50 per cent (i.e. 0.15-0.30 dex). Values in the largest offset positions have higher uncertainties due to the lower fluxes.
One of the sources of uncertainty is the ICFs. The ICFs are derived from one-dimensional photoionization models. Gonçalves et al. (2012) discuss the limitations of the ICFs derived from one-dimensional models and the ICF dependence on the morphology of the source. As Tc 1 is an almost spherical source, we expect that uncertainties due the use of ICFs derived from one-dimensional models should be low in our study, although still present.
The abundances obtained from integrated spectrum in our work and from the literature are also included in the plots of Fig. 9 for comparison. The variation seen can also be seen as an estimation of the uncertainties in the abundances for each element.
KINEMATICS
Most line profiles in our integrated spectra could be well fitted by a single Gaussian profile. Some of the lines, however, deviate from this profile. Below we study these lines and their integrated and spatially-resolved profiles. The study provides information on the kinematics and structure of the nebula. In the tables provided in Appendix A, we indicate the lines that deviate significantly from a Gaussian profile and their fluxes. In such cases, we present both the fluxes calculated from a Gaussian fit as well as those obtained by integrating the observed spectral profile.
Double-Peaked Lines
The lines [N ii] at 6548 and 6583Å, [S ii] at 6717 and 6731Å, and [Cl ii] 8579Å show a double-peaked profile in several spatial positions when they are examined pixel by pixel. The double-peaked structure is clearer in the pixels closer to the PN centre. The separation of the peaks decreases towards the outer regions of Tc 1 and single-peak profiles are seen in the pixels close to the two extremes of the slit. Fig. 10 shows the [S ii] line profiles as an example.
Such behaviour is characteristic of the blue-and red-shifted components of emission lines in an expanding spherical shell. Therefore, measuring the spectral peak distance of the two components in each of the five lines listed above we derive the expansion velocity component of the [N ii], [S ii], and [Cl ii] shells in the direction of the line of sight. The peak-to-peak distance measured in velocity space should be twice the actual expansion velocity. We perform this calculation in each of the 55 individual spatial pixels to have the maximum possible spatial resolution. Figure 11 shows the results. The expansion velocity is the maximum value in that plot, where the line-of-sight component is parallel to the expansion velocity vector.
Among the five lines mentioned above, the separation of the components is larger in the [S ii] lines and, therefore, the deblending of the components is easier for this line. The [Cl ii] 8579Å emission line is very weak, and we included in the analysis for completeness. However, given its low signalto-noise ratio and the consequently large uncertainty on its measurements, the values derived from this line should be taken with caution.
We found expansion velocities of 16 km s −1 for [N ii] and 22 km s −1 for [S ii] lines. Expansion velocities for [N ii] in the literature agree with the values we obtain (e.g., Weinberger 1989; Bianchi 1992) . The general agreement between the results obtained from both [S ii] lines is good. The same can be said for the velocities derived from the two [N ii] lines. For the [Cl ii] line, velocities up to 25 km s −1 are found, but the low signal-to-noise ratio of the line makes the estimates uncertain compared to those from the other lines. Such velocities are typical for PNe.
Only the velocity profiles of a few lines could be well resolved. A good quality spatially resolved position-velocity diagram spectrum can only be obtained for the brightest lines. In addition, the resolving power in the UVB arm is not enough to reliably resolve velocities similar to those obtained above. The instrumental spectral resolution for the UVB arm is 9 100, which corresponds to 33 km s −1 , while the VIS arm has a much higher spectral resolution of R = 17 400, which corresponds to velocities displacements of 17 km s −1 .
In the UVB spectra, the lines of [S ii] 4068 and 4076Å, [Fe iii] 4658, 4881, and 5270Å, and Si ii 5056Å show weak evidence for a double peaked structure. The lines of the hydrogen Balmer series and He lines in this arm do not present clear indications of blue-and red-shifted components, despite the deviation from a Gaussian profile seen in some of the brightest H lines. Furthermore, the bright Hβ line, for example, has a high thermal broadening (21 km s −1 at 10 000 K), which should results in a barely resolved doublepeak line profile.
In addition to the VIS arm lines mentioned earlier in this section, hints of double peak structure can also be seen in the [N ii] 5755Å, [S iii] 6312 and 9068Å, and [O i] 6300Å lines. As in the UVB arm, the H (Paschen) and He lines in this arm do not show double peaked structure. We remind the reader that Hα is saturated.
In a nebula expanding homologously (i.e. v = K × r, where r is the distance from the central star and K is a constant), emission lines from high ionization species (such as [O iii]) emanate from gas that lies closer to the central star and therefore should have lower expansion velocities compared to the emission lines from low ionization species (such as [N ii] and [S ii]). Similarly, since the ionization potential of singly ionized nitrogen is higher than that of sulphur (29.6 and 23.3 eV, respectively) the [N ii] shell is closer to the central star and should thus expand at a lower velocity. Indeed, as mentioned above, the [N ii] shell is moving outward with lower velocities than the [S ii] shell.
Following the same reasoning, singly ionized oxygen lines should also show a double peak profile given that its ionization potential is similar to those of singly ionized N and sulphur. We expect that the expansion velocity for the [O ii] lines should be close to that of [Nii] and [S ii], on the order of 15-20 km s −1 (see Figure 12 ). The width of the [O ii] line gives a velocity of the order of 20 km s −1 (see Table 5 ) but due to the lower resolution of the UVB spectrum, the line is not resolved. (Weinberger 1989) .
Deviations from homologous expansion laws have been reported in highly collimated outflows due to a poloidal velocity component (Steffen et al. 2009b) . We found no evidence of such collimated outflows in Tc 1 which could significantly alter the global velocity field of the nebula.
Lines with Broad Wings
Inspection of the integrated spectra reveals that several strong lines show a faint broad wing component, which may be seen in Fig. 12 . These components are very faint compared to the total line intensity. We used an IDL routine based on herfit to fit multiple Gaussian components to these lines. We also attempt to fit a combination of Gaussian and Lorentz profiles, which did not yield reasonable results.
To perform the fitting, we assumed that the central wavelength is the same for all components. This was helpful to enhance asymmetries in the components (e.g. Hβ and [O iii] 5 007). For the blends in the Hα/[N ii] and [O ii] lines, we determined the central wavelength by eye; in the remaining cases, the wavelength was a free parameter of the fit. We kept the number of components to the lowest possible while still ensuring a good fit.
The velocities of the resulting components are listed in 22 km s −1 , corresponding to the expansion velocities found in the previous sections for the double-peaked lines. Clearly, this indicates that the bulk of the overall emission produced in the nebula is caused by this expanding outflow. However, all strong lines show the clear presence of high-velocity components as well, with velocities up to a few hundred km s −1 . While they only represent a generally small contribution to the total line flux, they show up in recombination and forbidden lines alike, are seen in high-, medium-and low-ionization regions (i.e. are distributed all over the nebula). The Pa 7 line is an exception, showing up to 28 per cent of the total line flux in the secondary components. The telluric lines close to Pa 7 also show a large base. In the case of Pa 7, the effect may then be instrumental. In addition, there is a blended telluric line in the left wing of Pa 7 that affects the fitting results. Therefore, the results for Pa 7 in Table 5 should be taken with caution.
Hα shows broad wings with fitting parameters similar to Hβ. However we remind that the Hα is saturated, which may affect its profile. The fitting results for Hα in Table 5 are only included for completeness as they are need to reproduce the fitting of the [N ii] neighbour lines.
High-velocity components are not unusual in PNe. They have been reported in several PNe, e.g. Balick (1989) , Lee & Hyung (2000) , and Arrieta & Torres-Peimbert (2003) . Such authors explored a few mechanisms responsible for the broad wings seen in Hα emission in PNe (e.g. stellar winds and Rayleigh-Raman scattering).
A more detailed analysis of the Tc 1 broad wings component and the mechanism behind them will be done in a future paper. Table 5 ) and the overall fit (sum of all components; green). The Hα line is affected by saturation and Paschen 7 may be affected by instrumental effects. The broad wings in the remaining lines seem to be produced by a physical mechanism.
MORPHOLOGY
In Section 4.1, we presented the detection of the blue-and red-shifted components in the [N ii] and [S ii] emission lines at 6548Å, 6583Å, 6717Å, and 6731Å. Here, we explore which morphologies could lead to these observed profiles. We focus on the shapes of the two [S ii] lines in this analysis, as the blue-and red-shifted components are better defined in these lines.
Assuming that the shape of the double-peaked lines can be explained by components from the projection effect of the three-dimensional morphology of the source, we used the computational tool Shape (Steffen & López 2006; Steffen et al. 2011 ) to model a number of different morphologies and investigate which ones could reproduce the observed shapes of the lines. In this analysis we aimed to reproduce not only the variation of the intensity of the blue-and red-shifted components, but also the depth of the valley between the two components (see Fig. 10 ).
In optical [S ii] emission Tc 1 seems to be spheroidal. Therefore, a simple model for the nebula can be constructed starting from a spherical structure with a constant density distribution and a homologous expansion law. This simple model reproduces the main characteristics of the Tc 1 position-velocity (PV) diagram, i.e. the blue and the redshifted components (see also Akras & López 2012) . However it does not reproduce the intensity difference between the two components. The next step was to insert and explore a more complex density profile such as an equatorial density enhancement (a maximum density at equator, decreasing density polewards, with a minimum at the poles). This model can adequately reproduce the observed line profile. However, in order to be consistent with the expansion velocities of the two components and the depth of the valley between the peaks, an inclination angle should be also applied to the model. This inclination angle is found to be 5-7 degrees with respect to the line of sight.
Usually, PNe with equatorial density enhancements have an axisymmetric structure rather than a spherical one. We therefore ran a number of models assuming an elliptical structure with the major axis in the line-of-sight direction, and varying the coefficient (K) of the expansion law (e.g. Clyne et al. 2015) until a good match with the observed line profiles was obtained. But it was not possible to constrain the model with the data we have. Generally, the size of a nebula in the line-of-sight direction cannot be constrained if it is seen nearly pole-on (low inclination angle; see Akras & López 2012) . In Fig. 10 , we compare the observed and modelled lines profiles in several positions along slit from the north-east to south-west direction. Finally, from the models we tested, we could eliminate an open-end hour-glass-like morphology. In conclusion, Tc 1 very likely has an axisymmetric/elliptical structure seen almost pole on, with an inclination of 5-7 degrees and a position angle of approximately -50 degrees. The exact size of Tc 1 along the major axis cannot be constrained with the current information. We also find evidence of an equatorial density enhancement. The [S ii] emitting region seems to be a factor of ∼3-8 denser in the equator than in the rest of the nebula. The 3D mesh of the model that best reproduces the observed data is presented in Fig. 13 .
It should be noted that the elliptical model produces a slightly elliptical 2D structure projected into the plane of the sky due to the small inclination angle of 5-7 degrees. By scrutinising the observed optical and IR images from EFOSC2 (Fig. 14) , we find that Tc 1 indeed displays a slightly elliptical structure with the major axis rotated by -50/-55 degrees rather than a spherical one, which is consistent with our model. Such slight asymmetry was also noted by Tylenda et al. (2003) , who provide the size of the Tc 1 main shell of 12.9×12.2 arcsec. Figure 14 also displays asymmetries in the NW and SE directions (PA∼140 degrees). The overall structure of Tc 1 Figure 13 . 3D mesh of the morphology that best reproduces our Tc 1 [S ii] observations. Panels (a) to (d) shows our SHAPE model from different angles. In (a) the ellipsoid is seen pole on; in (b) and (c) the ellipsoid is turned to the right by 50 and 90 degrees angles, respectively; (d) is the observer's view, i.e., the ellipsoid originally pole-on (a) is turned down by 6 degrees from the light of sight and clockwise 50 degrees. strongly resembles that of NGC 2392 (García-Díaz et al. 2012) , which also has similar asymmetries seen in [N ii]. The main difference between the two nebulae is that NGC 2392 shows a spherical rather than an elliptical morphology. The pole-on view of the PN NGC 7009 from the Shape model of Steffen et al. (2009a) also displays some asymmetries like NGC 2392, and its structure is very similar to our elliptical model of Tc 1 -it is known that NGC 7009 is an ellipsoidal nebula (Balick et al. 1998 ). These asymmetries may be associated with small-scale structures, bright in [N ii] or [S ii emission lines (e.g. LISs, Gonçalves et al. 2001; Akras & Gonçalves 2016) . The presence of small-scale structures, e.g., clumps or bipolar features, with different degree of ionization has also been proposed for Tc 1 by Williams et al. (2008) . Narrow-band optical images with better spatial resolution or integral field spectroscopic data are needed to investigate these asymmetries as well as the distribution of line-emission in both spatial directions.
A NEW PHOTOIONIZATION MODEL FOR TC 1
Pottasch et al. (2011) and Otsuka et al. (2014) have published photoionization models for Tc 1. Both works use a similar data set as a basis to obtain their cloudy photoionization models. Their approaches were also similar, calculating a spherical shell model whose emission best matches the observed fluxes. Not surprisingly, therefore, they obtain similar results (see Table 4 ). Pottasch et al. (2011) discuss details of their Tc 1 model and its limitations in explaining some of the observed line fluxes. In particular, they report a difficulty in reproducing the oxygen lines.
Here we present a new photoionization model based on the high-quality VLT X-Shooter observations, as well as previous observations (Kingsburgh & Barlow 1994; Williams et al. 2008; Pottasch et al. 2011 ). An improvement over the previous models is that we consider the slit apertures when comparing our model to the observations. The slit position may have a significant impact on the line ratios of spatiallyresolved nebulae, as different ions emit in different regions (Fernandes et al. 2005) .
As shown in Sect. 5, Tc 1 is an ellipsoid. Although not exactly determined, its elongation seems to be small. Since Tc 1 is roughly spherical, simulations using a onedimensional photoionization code should produce good results. We used two photoionization codes, Aangaba (Gruenwald & Viegas 1992; Kimura et al. 2012 ) and cloudy (version 17.03; Ferland et al. 2017) , to find the best model for Tc 1.
As the fluxes were measured using only extractions of the slit, we also simulated such slit extractions when determining the model fluxes. To this end, we used the Python library pycloudy (Morisset 2013) . This library includes a pseudo-3D module that allows the simulation of the threedimensional structure of any given nebular morphology from a set of one-dimensional models. The effect of slit apertures of any shape in the calculated emission can then be simulated by doing a pseudo-3D model and integrating the line emissivities along the line of sight. This produces a 2D image for each emission line, on which we apply a mask of the slit corresponding to the observation. The pycloudy modules have also been adapted to work with Aangaba model outputs.
To simulate the extraction of the X-Shooter slit over the simulated nebula it is necessary to assume a distance to Tc 1. As the distance to Tc 1 is still uncertain, we explored a range of distances found in the literature (see Appendix E).
Our modelling efforts revealed that distances in the range ∼2-3 kpc provide better results.
The inner and outer radii of the nebula can be derived from the angular sizes of the nebula once a distance is defined. The inner radius is poorly known, but it has no strong effect on the model provided it is small compared to the outer radius. The outer radius of the main shell is 6 arcsec (Williams et al. 2008) .
For our models, we assumed that the Tc 1 central star emits as a blackbody. We also tried the WMBasic atmosphere model (Pauldrach et al. 2004 ) used by Pottasch et al. (2011) and a more realistic model with higher surface gravity and solar abundance, but no significant changes in the resulting parameters of 'best' model was found.
Some of the characteristics of Tc 1 have been constrained in previous sections and in other works in the literature (see Table 4 and Appendix E). To obtain our photoionization model, we used these constraints to guide the range of model parameters we explored.
The Tc 1 low-excitation nebular spectrum indicates it has a low-temperature central star. According to previous determinations in the literature, the central star temperature T ef f is in the range of 30 000 to 35 000 K (see Appendix E for a compilation of values and references). Although we explored a much larger range of temperatures using the photoionization codes and searching the 3MdB photoionization model database , values outside this range of T ef f models cannot explain well the Tc 1 nebular emission. The best matches between observations and models indicate that the Tc 1 central star temperature must be in the range above.
We assume a spherical matter distribution, with the density and elemental abundances constant across the nebula. We initially assumed the nebular abundances we determined for the elements in Table 4 (except for Ne) and values found in the literature (Table 4) otherwise. We gave preference for CEL abundances if determined. We use the He abundance from the classical method (Section 3.4), although the method provides only a lower limit as the ICF for this ion is poorly known. To obtain a good match to the observables, we had to vary the initial abundances. This will be discussed in more detail further in the text.
The dust model is defined by its composition, grain size distribution, and dust-to-gas ratio. As Tc 1 has C/O = 1.4 and shows fullerene features (C-rich), we assumed the grains are composed of graphite. To define our dust model, we adjust the grain size range to reproduce the observed IR spectral distribution as given by Otsuka et al. (2014) . We use grain size distribution from 0.0005 to 1.5 µm, with the dust density following a power law of slope -3.5. We do not try here to justify this distribution or to explore a different one; we only require the energy budget to correctly take into account the presence of absorbing dust, which is done once a model fitting the IR emission is obtained. The resulting fit is shown in Fig. 15 .
The photoionization model for Tc 1 was determined by finding the best match to the observed emission properties.
To quantify the quality of a model, we use the quality factor defined by Morisset & Georgiev (2009) : We define the relative uncertainties ∆I/I (used to derive the tolerance) to be 50, 30, and 20 per cent for lines lower than 10 per cent of Hβ, lower than Hβ and higher than Hβ respectively. We added 15 per cent to the UV and IR lines (observed by other instruments than LCO and X-Shooter). The values above take into account the observational uncertainties (including difficulties in the cross-calibration between to wavelength ranges, uncertainties in the slit positions, the effect of the seeing on the slit mask) as well as all the systematic effects that can cause deviations from the model for an observable: simplicity of the morphology, simplicity of the radial density law (constant in our case), uncertainties on the atomic data used to compute the model, etc.
In our search for the best model for Tc 1 we made use the 3MdB photoionization model database to browse a wide range of nebular and stellar parameters. As mentioned above, this helped us eliminate central stars with temperatures outside the range already published in the literature. To find a model that fit the observations, we run a grid of models with the codes aangaba and pycloudy, exploring the range of parameters found in the literature and in the previous sections. To fine tune the model, we then use cloudy and pycloudy, to slightly change the parameters until we find a reasonable match to the observations. We use cloudy since it allows to fit more observational features than aangaba. We used aangaba to obtain the krypton abundance, as this element is not included in cloudy (see Sect. 7).
The abundance of Si is not constrained by our models as no line observed for this element can be modelled with cloudy. Also, apart from H and He lines, no effort has be done to fit the recombination lines, as the high value of the ADF cannot be reproduced by the classical model. This, however, would not cause a significant impact on the determination of other Tc 1 parameters.
Best Model
In the following, we discuss the best model we found to explain our X-Shooter integrated spectrum. We also imposed that the model should explain the UV and IR observations compiled by Pottasch et al. (2011) . We call this data set the XS model. For comparison, we also obtained a model to the full Pottasch et al. (2011) data set, which uses the optical data from Williams et al. (2008) (obtained with the Las Campanas Observatory, LCO). The He i lines not reported by Williams et al. (2008) were taken from Kingsburgh & Barlow (1994) (data obtained with the Anglo Australian Telescope, AAT, at the Siding Spring Observatory). This model is hereafter referred as the LCO model. As we are using the same version of cloudy, the same methodology and the same criteria for both data sets, this comparison can provide insights to the differences in the model caused by the optical data.
The parameters of the models that best explain each data set are given in Table 4 . The resulting 'best models' are very similar. The differences above can be seen as a measure of the uncertainties in the parameter determination and in the observations. Our values are also similar to values from the previous models by Pottasch et al. (2011) and Otsuka et al. (2014) . The parameters of those models are also given in Table 4 .
The LCO and XS models yield, respectively, T ef f = 30 and 32 kK and L = 2000 and 3800 L for the Tc 1 central star. Figure 16 shows its position on the H-R diagram. Theoretical post-AGB evolutionary tracks (Miller Bertolami 2016) were added for comparison. Despite the spread in the values of the luminosities, it seems clear that Tc 1 must have had a low-mass progenitor.
The gas density of the main shell can be very well constrained from the comparison of observed and simu-lated integrated line fluxes and spatial profiles. The best matches for the observations are found within the range nH ∼ 1 000-3 000 cm −3 . Outside this range, the quality of the model fits to the observations deteriorates. A density of nH = 2 500 cm −3 provides good results for both the XS and LCO models.
To improve the match between models and observations, the initial abundances (empirical) had to be fine tuned. The differences between the abundances obtained with the XS and the LCO models, and and between those and literature values are within 0.4 dex. Such values are typical uncertainties. The largest difference between our models and the literature is seen for Mg. We determined the Mg abundance from the [Mg i] 4563Å line. However, no Mg line has been reported by Pottasch et al. (2011) or by the references therein, so it is not clear how they constrained their Mg abundance and hence the origin of the Mg discrepancy is not clear. Table 4 includes the ICFs determined from the models. The calculation takes into account the slit position. The values for ICF(He + ) determined from the models should not be used, as the models do not fit well the He i lines (see discussion below). For C, N, O, S, and Ar, our modelled ICFs are similar to the corrections we used to obtain the abundances using the classical method. On the other hand, the correction we used for Ne seems to be an underestimate as we discussed before.
The observed and predicted line fluxes for both data sets, as well as the quality factor defined by Eq. 1 are presented in Table 6 . Differences in the fluxes of X-Shooter and LCO observations can be explained by the effect of different apertures. In comparison to the X-Shooter observations, LCO data indicates a higher ionization stage of the nebula: He i 5876Å/Hβ changes from 0.09 to 0.15 between AAT and X-Shooter observations, while [O ii] 3727Å/[O iii] 5007Åchanges from 1.7 to 3.5 between LCO and X-Shooter.
Most of the lines are well fitted by our models. Besides the line fluxes, our best model also reproduces the observed spatial profiles. The comparison between observed and modelled spatial profiles is shown in Fig. 17 . The profiles of most of the lines, in particular Hβ and [O ii] 3726Å are well reproduced. The observed He line profile shows a larger nebula (with a size similar to the size shown by the Hβ line) than the simulated profile.
The total absolute Hβ flux of Tc 1 is very well reproduced by both XS and LCO models. The total Hβ fluxes for these model are 5.10 × 10 −11 and 5.19 × 10 −11 erg cm −2 s −1 , respectively. Such values are a very close match to the reddening corrected fluxes provided by (Stasińska & Szczerba 1999) and (Pottasch et al. 2011), 4 .1 × 10 −11 erg cm −2 s −1 and 5.1 × 10 −11 erg cm −2 s −1 , respectively. Those authors determined the Hβ fluxes from radio observations, using the relation between these two fluxes. Pottasch et al. (2011) indicate that the star temperature should be a little higher (temperature closer to 40 kK, yielding to somewhat more ionized nebula). The integrated fluxes of the He lines can be better fitted if we increase the He abundances significantly, however this does not improve the match to their spatial profiles. Unfortunately, Pottasch et al. (2011) did not discuss how their model fitted the He lines.
The presence of high-density clumps, as we inferred from the hydrogen recombination lines in Section 3.2.2, could perhaps be a factor in explaining the different ionization between the 2 sets of observations.
Another possible solution is to consider matter bounded models. Matter bounded models can, in fact, better reproduce the ionization structure of Tc 1. They provide a better fit to the integrated line fluxes and to the bright line spatial profiles. The Tc 1 line intensities are better reproduced by models with T eff < 35 000 K. However, the sizes of the H i and He i emitting regions are practically equal, which, for such star temperatures, indicates the nebula (main shell) should be matter bounded (Osterbrock & Ferland 2006) . According to our model, the size of the main shell, however, should not be much different from the Strömgren sphere.
A matter bounded main shell is also supported by the presence of the previously mentioned Tc 1 extended halo, which is a remnant from the progenitor AGB mass loss . The faint halo is seen in deep image of H recombination line emission (Schwarz et al. 1992; Corradi et al. 2003) . The halo has a very low surface brightness and should be composed of a very low-density gas. Its ionization may be due to ionizing photons escaping from the main shell. For the XS model, assuming an ionization bounded halo, we estimate that its density should be around 240 cm −3 . This value may be considered an upper limit, as for higher densities the halo would have to be smaller than observed. In case of a less dense halo, the nebula would then be matter bounded.
[Ar ii] 7 µm is strongly underpredicted by the model. This may be caused by blended lines. The IR observations reported by Pottasch et al. (2011) have not been corrected from contamination by H i lines and a C60 feature, as pointed out by Otsuka (2019) . The H i lines close to [Ar ii] are the transitions 19-8 and 20-8 at 7.09 and 6.95 µm respectively, and are predicted by our model to be less than one per cent of the [Ar ii] 7 µm intensity. Unfortunately, we can not estimate the C60 contribution to the [Ar ii] 7 µm line with the current photoionization models.
DETECTION AND ABUNDANCE OF KRYPTON
We detected the [Kr iii] 6827Å line in the Tc 1 X-Shooter spectrum. This is the first detection of Kr in this nebula.
[Kr iv] lines within the X-Shooter spectral range were not detected, which is natural, as such lines are associated with high-excitation PNe. The [Kr iii] ion should dominate the emission in low excitation PNe as Tc 1, while [Kr iv] lines are produced very close to the centre of the nebula and therefore would not be detected in our slit extraction. We determine the krypton abundance using the photoionization code Aangaba. Assuming an abundance of log(Kr/H) = -7.9 and adopting the XS model parameters, we match the observed flux of the [Kr iii] 6827Å line. Such an abundance is in excess of 0.8 dex from the solar abundance (Asplund et al. 2005 ). According to Sterling & Dinerstein (2008) , Kr enrichment in excess of 0.3 dex relative to the solar abundance as found in Tc 1 can be produced by s-process nucleosynthesis in the progenitor star. All the PNe with Kr detections reported by Sterling & Dinerstein (2008) are C-rich or mixed chemistry objects. There is a correlation between the abundance ratios Kr/O and the C/O ratio (Sterling & Dinerstein 2008; García-Rojas et al. 2015, and references therein) . This correlation is expected, as during the third dredge up carbon is transported to the surface of the AGB stars together with the s-process elements. Using the Eq. 2 from García-Rojas et al. 
SUMMARY & FINAL DISCUSSION
Spatially resolved (11 arcsec slit) VLT/X-Shooter spectra at moderate spectral resolution (R ∼ 9 100-17 000) covering a broad spectral range (3 200-10 100Å) are presented for the planetary nebula Tc 1. The spectra show a very rich set of atomic lines. From the spectra we derive physical conditions, ionization structure, elemental abundances, morphologies and central star characteristics for Tc 1. ciated with Tc 1 is about 0.96 mag. The extinction varies across the nebula between 0.36 and 1.31 mag.
(ii) Electron densities are derived from forbidden line diagnostics and the Balmer and Paschen decrement. While the forbidden line diagnostics provide ne ∼ 2 000 cm −3 , typical for ionized nebulae, the Balmer and Paschen lines indicate that much higher densities are present ne > 10 5 cm −3 . Such discrepancy could be explained by the presence of high-density clumps embedded in the ionized gas such as cometary knots, but this needs to be further investigated.
(iii) Elemental abundances are derived from colisionally excited lines (CELs) for N, O, Ne, Ar, and S, and from optical recombination lines (ORLs) for He, C, N, and O. The abundance discrepancy factors (ADF) for O and N are 2.2 and 9.4 respectively.
(iv) The clear double peaked structure (and variations thereof) seen for the lines of [N ii], [S ii], and [Cl ii] is consistent with a homologously expanding nebula. The lack of double peak profile for other emission lines is fully consistent with either lower expected expansion velocities (i.e. originating closer to the central star) or insufficient spectral resolving power at that wavelength.
(v) A 3-D morpho-kinematical model was constructed to reproduce the [S ii] emission characteristics. The model shows that Tc 1 is a slightly elongated spheroid with an equatorial density enhancement seen almost pole-on (5-7 degrees inclination with respect to the line-of-sight).
(vi) In addition to the low-velocity (15-22 km s −1 ) expanding gas there is also evidence for a faster 'wind' with velocities up to several hundreds of km s −1 .
(vii) Based on detailed photoionization models for the VLT/X-Shooter observations, as well as observations available in the literature, we determined that the central star of Tc 1 has a temperature of 30 to 32 kK, a luminosity of 2 000 to 4 000 L , and is located at a distance of approximately 2.1-2.2 kpc. The nebular gas in the main shell has a density around 2 000-3 800 cm −3 .
(viii) Our models indicate that the main shell of Tc 1 is matter bounded. The leaking ionizing photons are enough to ionize the large and faint Tc 1 halo. The radiation field (in units of the Habing field) is G0 ∼ 6 000. The main shell density is ∼2000 cm −3 and the halo density is ∼100 cm −3 . The density transition is somewhat abrupt. Temperatures in the frontier between the main shell and the halo are around 8 000-9 000 K. Hydrogen is fully ionized in both regions.
(ix) Comparison of the observed intensity to photoionization models provides a krypton abundance of log(Kr/H) = -7.9. The derived krypton abundance, which relates to the carbon to oxygen ratio, yields C/O = 1.9, reasonably close to the value of 1.4 obtained from the empirical analysis and to the values derived from the photoionization models (C/O = 1.4-2.2), confirming the carbon-rich nature of Tc 1.
Tc 1 is the source with the strongest and cleanest C60 emission in the IR. Narrow-band images reveal that the C60 emission originates from a ring about 5 arcsec away from the central star (Cami et al. 2018) , which indicates that the fullerene emission is in or close to the interface of the denser material that forms the main shell and the fainter remnant of the AGB gas.
The absence of PAH and H2 emission in the fullereneemitting zone of Tc 1 in addition to our result that the nebula is matter bounded are strong evidence that there is no photodissociation region (PDR) surrounding the main shell (note that a PDR may exist in the region surrounding the halo). H2 line have not been detected in Tc 1. H2 lines are absent in both in our near infrared X-Shooter spectrum and in the mid infrared Spitzer spectrum (Otsuka et al. 2014) . In fact, Otsuka et al. (2014) did not detect H2 emission in the any of the C60 PNe they studied. In Tc 1, PAH emission in seen in its central region (Cami et al. 2018) . PAHs are associated with photodissociation regions (PDRs) and, although fullerenes have also been detected in classical PDRs around H ii regions, the emission of PAH and fullerenes do not come from the same region (Berné & Tielens 2012) . The absence of a PDR surrounding the main shell in this young PN indicates that this shell may be the star fast wind, which is overtaking the AGB remnant halo, as suggested by Corradi et al. (2003) .
From the temperature and radiation field we determined, there is no obvious constrains to the mechanisms of C60 formation (e.g. Berné & Tielens 2012) . However, our results are consistent with the suggestion of Cami et al. (2018) that the C60 emission is related to the fast wind overtaking the slow wind, or the development of an ionization front can be the likely direct causes. They further argue that the dust destruction process must be related to the transition of AGB to PN, since C60 bands are only detected in young PNe. Cami et al. (2018) suggest a formation process where the dust condensation mechanism in an earlier phase (AGB) produce fullerenes, which are latter released to the gas when dust is destructed by the ionization front. Although this is a possible mechanism, further studies are needed to determine the C60 formation route in Tc 1. This paper has been typeset from a T E X/L A T E X file prepared by the author.
APPENDIX A: LINE FLUXES
To measure and identify the lines in the Tc 1 VLT X-Shooter spectrum, we use two numerical codes and available literature. The main tool to measure line fluxes and identify their carriers was alfa (Automated Line Fitting Algorithm; Wesson 2016) . Given an observed spectrum, the code first fits a continuum by sorting the flux in windows of 100 data points and taking the 25 th ranked point as an estimator of the continuum flux at the central wavelength of the window. Then, it breaks the continuumsubtracted spectrum into chunks of 400 data points, and creates synthetic spectra based on a representative catalogue of emission lines. The line of sight velocity and resolution, and the peak flux of each emission line are initially free parameters that are optimised by means of a genetic algorithm, which uses random mutations and breeding of the best fitting solutions to attain a good fit to the observations. Blends are subsequently flagged, and the signal to noise ratio of each line estimated from the root mean square of the nearby residuals. Lines with signal-to-noise greater than 3 are considered to be detections and are included in the final output line list.
We first performed the measurement and identification for the numerous lines in the Tc 1 X-Shooter spectrum with alfa. The code detected and identified correctly dozens of lines automatically. It also detected and identified telluric lines in the spectra. Several lines were however either not detected or not well fitted by alfa. The reasons for this include blended lines and lines with profiles that differ too much from Gaussians, as well as lines not in the original alfa line catalogue. To solve this last case, we extended the list with identifications based on the general literature. alfa detected and identified 180 nebular lines, with 110 of them very well fitted.
The remaining lines were then measured using the code herfit 7 . This code is based on the mpfit algorithm (Markwardt 2009; Moré 1978) and fits the line with a Gaussian profile and the underlying continuum emission with a polynomial. mpfit is a widely used algorithm that uses the Levenberg-Marquardt technique to solve the least-squares problem. Differently from alfa, herfit needs the user to tailor the extractions for the continuum around each line and does not identify the line carriers. On the other hand, the user has more control over the choice of the continuum interval, which in many cases was important to produce a better fit to the line. herfit also provides the line flux calculated by the integral under line, which is a better value in the case of lines that deviate significantly from a Gaussian profile. Figures A1 to A3 show the excellent quality and agreement of both alfa and herfit measurements. Examples of Gaussian line fits performed by the codes Alfa and HerFit are shown in Figs. 7 The code was developed by I. Aleman and is available upon request. Figure A1 . Two sections of the Tc 1 X-shooter spectrum for night 2, region 1 (black) fitted with the code Alfa (blue). In this figure, the narrow lines absent in the blue spectrum were identified by Alfa as telluric lines. Wavelength is given in Angstrons and flux in 10 −16 erg s −1 cm −2Å−1 . Figure A2 . Examples of fits performed with the HerFit code (blue curve). The black curve is the observed spectrum and the blue curve is the fitted continuum. Wavelength is given in Angstrons and flux in 10 −16 erg s −1 cm −2Å−1 . A1 and A2, respectively. As different methods of measurements may produce different results (see Wesson 2016) , we checked the consistence between the HerFit and Alfa measurements. In Fig. A3 , we compare line fluxes of well fitted lines obtained with both codes. The central wavelengths and fluxes determined with both codes are very similar. Central wavelengths differ in less than 0.04 per cent in all cases and fluxes differs in less than 10 per cent in the majority of cases. Only three cases of higher differences in fluxes are seen (between 10 and 50 per cent) and all in lines with fluxes less than 1 per cent of Hβ. As mentioned above, we could not extract a sky spectrum from the observations to properly eliminate the telluric lines. However, many of the intense telluric emission features were easily distinguished from the nebular emission lines. The telluric lines have different widths (typically much narrower) and are at the laboratory wavelength. To be sure we identified all the telluric lines and the nebular lines potentially affected by them, in addition to the alfa identification, we also used the sky line models of Cosby et al. (2006) . Nebular lines severely contaminated with sky emission features were eliminated from our analysis.
Tables A1 and A2 list the line fluxes measured in the Tc 1 X-Shooter UVB and VIS arms integrated spectra, respectively. We identified and measured 230 different lines from 14 elements (20 ions). The observed wavelengths have been corrected from the relative velocity of -87 km s −1 (determined by the alfa code). Note that in X-Shooter the fluxes in each arm are obtained with slits of different widths, 0.5 arcsec for UVB and 0.4 arcsec for VIS. Collisional data for heavy element ions not listed here is from the Chianti database version 7.0 (Dere et al. 1997 , Landi et al. 2012 APPENDIX B: ATOMIC DATA Table B1 lists the atomic data used in Neat and 2D Neb codes for the calculations in this work.
APPENDIX C: LINE DIAGNOSTICS
neat and 2d neb derive electronic densities and temperatures using typical line ratio diagnostics. Calculations are based on solving the statistical equilibrium equations for the level populations in an N-level atomic model with an iterative method. To derive ne or Te from the emission line ratio of a given ionic species, neat and 2d neb both adopt the Te or ne given by the line diagnostic of an ion with similar ionization potential as input, with the exception of the input parameter used to derive Te [O iii], for which we use ne(Low) due to the lack of a better alternative. Table C1 lists the line ratio and the corresponding pair ne/Te used as input in the calculation for each diagnostic.
Ratios of O ii recombination lines may also be used to estimate the temperature and density; the ratio 4649Å/4089Å is mainly sensitive to the electron temperature, while 4649Å/4662Å is mainly sensitive to the electron density (Storey et al. 2017) . Unfortunately, we do not detect the 4089Å line. The ratio of 4649Å/4662Å is 1.54, which, depending on the electron temperature in the gas emitting O ii recombination lines, is consistent with electron densities between 250 and 1 500 cm 3 . Given this weak constraint, and the insensitivity of recombination line abundance ratios to assumed physical conditions, we adopt the medium ionization zone temperatures and densities to calculate RL abundances. (a) This line was considered in the pixel-by-pixel analysis, but was not considered by Neat in the investigation of the integrated spectrum.
APPENDIX D: INTRINSIC LINE WIDTHS
We calculated the intrinsic line width using the expression σ 2 int = σ 2 obs − σ 2 instr − σ 2 therm − σ 2 fs ,
where σ instr is the instrumental broadening (33 km s −1 for the UVB arm; 17.5 km s −1 for the VIS arm); σ therm is the thermal broadening ( Akras et al. (2015) .
APPENDIX E: TC 1 PARAMETERS IN THE LITERATURE
Tc 1 distances and central star parameters available in the literature are listed in Tables E1 and E2 . 
